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The Woodward’s Project: Just over the tracks, life’s a beach
Brian Hutchinson  June 14, 2010 – 6:30 am

 

Welcome to CRAB Park! Nice, eh?

It was once easy to miss this rolling waterfront green in the Downtown Eastside. But with the Woodward’s district  now in close
proximity, CRAB Park is getting its due. It’s tucked away, north of the railway tracks and between the Port of Vancouver and the
city’s downtown core. But what an asset for the neighbourhood. The rolling green expanse boasts a playground, a wharf, and even a
sandy beach with old sun-bleached logs for lounging around. Prime picnic spot, right beside the skids. 

Something I didn’t know until now: The park’s name is an acronym for Create a Real Available Beach.

I rode through CRAB Park on my bike (brutal assignment sometimes, this Woodward’s Project) and encountered a small marsh
pond, where someone had placed three interesting, sculptural objects woven from plant pieces. One is in the shape of a canoe; the
two others look like baskets. Local artist Sharon Kallis soon came along, in straw hat and gum boots. She was carrying a pitch fork.
Hmmm. What was she up to?  
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It turns out that Ms. Kallis made the woven installations, with help from community volunteers, using “natural materials harvested
from the park” including invasive plant species. The little marsh and pond are bird habitat that Ms. Kallis and others have been
tending for years. Her sculptures help encourage nesting. She told me all this while starting in on some pretty but invasive Flag
Iris.

Ms. Kallis lives nearby, in a building filled with creative types. She’s got mixed feelings about the Woodward’s development next
door. It’s having an impact on CRAB Park, she says, for better and worse. More people are discovering the park and its beach,
playground and marsh pond, which is great, but not everyone is treating the place with the respect it deserves. There’s a good off-
leash dog area in the park, but some owners let their pets run everywhere. Fun for Fido but not for other creatures. So please, says
Ms. Kallis, observe the rules. And for Pete’s sake people, pick up!

Over the tracks and back into the neighbourhood.

Here’s how it looks from the 42nd floor deck on the tallest Woodward’s tower:
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